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1. REAL-ESTATE
•

Local housing market becomes hot after interest rates
pushed to record low

Sri Lanka’s frothy housing market gained steam after the Central Bank cut interest rates to record
lows and set a ceiling rate since December last year, sending the appetite and prices of housing
soaring.
For instance, the housing prices in Sri Lanka have gained by over 20 percent since the second
quarter in 2020 through the first quarter this year, entering a period of one of the highest gains
in prices of houses in Sri Lanka after a long time.
Sri Lanka’s typically red-hot housing market went into a period of moribund stage till 2019, as
interest rates rose, business and investment killing taxes were imposed and people and
businesses lost confidence in the economy, due to lack of clarity on policy during the five years
that ended in 2019.
Read more
•

Crystal Sands announces limited offer to secure
beachfront apartment from only Rs. 10 m

Crystal Sands by Crystal Property Group (CPG) is due for completion in August 2021; located in
the Galle District, it will be Sri Lanka’s first boutique beachfront apartment complex. All 26 Crystal
Sands’ Sky Villas boast home to revolutionary automation technology and lavish balcony sunset
Jacuzzis.
CPG, having sold most of its Sky Villas, has partnered with NDB Bank for the sale of five Sky Villas.
This limited time offer involves investors paying 20% now and resume repayments from May
2023. This means you could pay as little as Rs. 10 million, move into your Sky Villa in August 2021,
and benefit from rental returns until May 2023 without paying anything more.
Dinuk Jayasuriya expressed: “We at CPG acknowledge that with COVID, some investors are
uncertain about rental returns that happen over the next two years … and this gives them some
grace period. With the belief that tourism will rebound by mid-2023, this offer would be a very
good deal.”
Read more
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•

Sustainable development of condominium housing
schemes in Sri Lanka

‘A comfortable home for each family,’ a key component of the Vistas of Prosperity and Splendour
national policy framework, is a concept of special significance.
The prime objective thereof is to introduce a state policy of “multi-storey housing” transcending
housing policies of all post-independence governments of the country. This multi-storey housing
process or the creation of condominium properties which has already been initiated as a public
private partnership giving premium value to the land is indicative of the importance attached to
condominium housing in future.
One of the objectives of the ‘Vistas of Prosperity and Splendour’ is to provide affordable housing
facilities from government housing schemes to underserved communities and shanty dwellers
scattered across many towns of the island. Hence there is little doubt that the vast majority of
proposed Government sponsored housing schemes in future will be condominium properties.
Read more

•

SC clears SL Land Development Corp. (Amendment) Bill

The Supreme Court has informed Parliament that the Sri Lanka Land Development Corporation
(Amendment) Bill, that seeks to enhance the powers of the entity, is not inconsistent with the
Constitution and can be passed with a simple majority in the House.
Speaker Mahinda Yapa Abeywardene yesterday announced the Supreme Court’s determination
to the House.
The amendment bill which was presented to the House last month enhances the fines and terms
of imprisonment for those found guilty by a Magistrate’s Court for violating the provisions of the
SL Land Development Corporation Act.
Read more
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•

Tourism gets 54 new projects worth US$ 879 mn

Fifty four new investment proposals related to the tourism sector with a total value of
US$ 879 million had been received in the past one and half years despite the COVID-19
pandemic, Tourism Minister Prasanna Ranatunga said.
Out of those proposals, 29 projects with a total of US$ 188 million investments have
already been granted approval by the Tourism Development Authority, he said.
Among those projects are proposals for constructing cable cars, floating markets and
underwater galleries. He said the Government has expedited approvals for tourism
related investment projects. He added that preliminary agreements are to be signed with
43 public institutions shortly.
Read more
•

Sri Lanka seeks construction partnerships with Nepal

Sri Lanka’s construction sector firms and small hydro power developers had discussed
investment and joint venture opportunities with their counterparts in Nepal at an online forum
organized by the Export Develop Board and the embassy in Nepal.
The Sri Lankan industry was represented by the Major Constructors’ Association of Sri Lanka
(MCSL), Small Hydro Power Developers’ Association, Sri Lanka Institutes of Architects as well as
the Chamber of Construction Industries of Sri Lanka.
Read more

•

Ruwanpura Expressway work begins today

Arrangements have been made to launch work on the country’s seventh expressway by
Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa today (7).
The inauguration ceremony of the first phase from Kahatuduwa to Ingiriya of the
Ruwanpura Expressway is scheduled to be held with the participation of a limited
number of participants as per health regulations in place in view of the pandemic, and
Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa will participate in the ceremony via new technology
from Temple Trees, the Highways Ministry said.
Read more
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•

Colombo’s newest landmark celebrated on film

A TV documentary that celebrates the remarkable design and engineering genius behind
Colombo’s newest landmark is to be broadcast this weekend. ‘Making of the Iconic Ahasa
One Sky Bridge’ presents the fascinating story of how a real estate developer’s vision was
turned into reality, highlighting numerous challenges to overcome in creating South
Asia’s first-ever such sky bridge.
Ahasa One is brought to life in the documentary as a distinctive national architectural
monument on the global stage. Viewers will learn how the enormous structure was
designed, tested, transported, assembled, raised, and installed between the Sapphire
Residences and ITC One hotel towers over Galle Face. Weighing a staggering c.3,000 tons
when completed, this is equivalent to hoisting more than 160 city buses c.100 metres into
the air.
Read more
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2. ECONOMY

•

April inflation dips to 3.9%

Headline inflation, as measured by the year-on-year (Y-o-Y) change in the Colombo Consumer
Price Index (CCPI, 2013=100) decreased to 3.9% in April 2021 from 4.1% in March 2021.
This was driven by monthly decreases in prices of items in the Food category. Meanwhile, Food
inflation (Y-o-Y) decreased to 9 per cent in April 2021 from 9.6% in March 2021, while Non-food
inflation (Y-o-Y) remained unchanged at 1.8% in April 2021.
Read more
•

Potential third
Stockbrokers

wave

jitters

markets

–

Acuity

Royal Ceramic was the highest contributor to the week’s turnover value, contributing LKR 0.97Bn
or 12.41% of total turnover value. HNB followed suit, accounting for 12.07% of turnover (value
of LKR 0.94Bn) while Browns Investments contributed LKR 0.74Bn to account for 9.51% of the
week’s turnover. Total turnover value amounted to LKR 7.79Bn (cf. last week’s value of LKR
14.61Bn), while the daily average turnover value amounted to LKR 1.95Bn (-33.38% W-o-W)
compared to last week’s average of LKR 2.92Bn. Market capitalization meanwhile, decreased by
0.32% W-o-W (or LKR 10.11Bn) to LKR 3,178.80 Bn cf. LKR 3,188.91 Bn last week.
Read more
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•

Lanka’s growth forecast at 4.1% in 2021

Sri Lanka growth is forecast at 4.1% in 2021, recovering on an expansive budget and stronger
global demand with a marked rebound expected in the major advanced economies, as well as
from a base effect following a contraction in 2020. Growth is projected to slow somewhat to 3.6%
in 2022.
According to Asian Development Outlook 2021 –Financing A Green and Inclusive Recovery,
building on growth momentum in Q3 and Q4 2020, the purchasing managers’ index, moved
strongly into expansionary territory above 50 in the 3 months to March 2021, with manufacturing
above 60 and services in the high-50s.
“Growth will benefit in the near term from increased private consumption as pent-up demand is
released, and consumption and investment will benefit from low-interest rates and ample
liquidity. Progress on the Colombo Port City special economic zone is expected to foster foreign
direct investment, as does development in the Hambantota Industrial Zone
Read more

•

Asian currencies resilient against higher US yields, says
Fitch

The exchange rates of Asia-Pacific's largest economies proved resilient against the dollar
throughout the coronavirus pandemic crisis and the recent rise in US bond yields and should
make further gains in the coming months, says Fitch Ratings in a new report.
The region's currencies have been supported by China's strong economic recovery, particularly
the Australian dollar and Korean won, while high commodity prices have provided tailwinds for
the Australian dollar and Indonesian rupiah. Lower external imbalances in Indonesia and India
have better supported the countries' currencies during the recent episode of market volatility
relative to the sell-off in 2013.
Fitch’s empirical analysis – based on estimating ‘fair value’ models for six major Asian currencies
against the dollar – also shows that, historically, most Asian currencies have been more sensitive
to US short-term interest rates rather that longer-term US bond yields. The rupiah stands out as
being the most sensitive to rising US long-term bond yields.
Read more
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•

Sri Lanka rupee quoted at 199.50/205 levels in onemonth dollar

Sri Lanka rupee quoted at 199.90/205 levels in one-month market on Monday while, bond yields
slightly eased, dealers said.
Rupee traded at 199.75 to the US dollar simultaneously in the spot and forward markets dealers
on Friday.
In the secondary market, bond yields marginally down, dealers said.
Read more

•

Prime Lands Residencies to debut IPO on May 11

Prime Lands Residencies Limited, the condominium property arm of Prime Group, recently
debuted its Initial Public Offering (IPO) Proposition.
The opening date is currently set for May 11. The company has extended an invitation to
subscribe for 100 million Ordinary Shares at an Issue Price of RS 10.40 per Share which is payable
in full on application. The company has also facilitated an option to subscribe for a further 87.5
million shares in the event of an oversubscription of the initial 100 million shares.
Through this IPO, Prime Lands Residencies Limited seeks to allow the public to have a 10 to 20%
percent stake in the company and raise 1.95 billion rupees in funds. This IPO is expected to ensure
that the firm continues to grow from strength to strength, with a commitment to bring the best
value to all their stakeholders, ensuring their satisfaction is parallel to the growth of Prime Lands
Residencies and the Prime Group.
Read more
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•

Threats to Sri Lanka’s national sovereignty under
proposed Colombo Port City Commission Bill

The provisions of the Port City Bill, if enacted, will erode the legal and political sovereignty of Sri
Lanka in a number of ways. Most of these threats, ranging from the composition of the governing
body, exemptions from national law, wide discretionary power granted to the commission,
limitation of parliamentary, prudential and judicial oversight of the commission’s operations to
the impact of the bill’s provisions on fundamental rights, franchise of Sri Lankans and territorial
integrity of Sri Lanka, have been identified and discussed in the media.
The following comments focus on issues arising from the impermissible transfer of legislative
powers from Parliament, removal of judicial powers from the national courts and consequent
erosion of national sovereignty. I have not specifically addressed the following issues.
Read more

•

Local startups to gain from new partnership connecting
SL and Europe

A new initiative to connect innovation and start-up ecosystems has partnered with over
20 incubators and accelerators in Sri Lanka and Europe, the EU said.
The programme titled EU-Sri Lanka Innovation Partnership (EU-SLIP) initiative has been
fostering innovation cooperation between Europe and Sri Lanka since 2020 with the
ambition of reaching out to other countries in South Asia.
The initiative has brought together tech start-ups, incubators and accelerators from the
EU, Sri Lanka and South Asia to stimulate networking, innovation collaboration, boost
business co-creation, and technology commercialisation.
Read more
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3. INTERNATIONAL

•

Singapore Residential Property Sector Experiences
Uneven Recovery in 2021

International property consultant Edmund Tie is reporting this week that amid signs Singapore's
economy has turned the corner and is on track to a projected growth of between 4% and 6% for
the year, investment and residential sales outpaced other sectors to enjoy a robust recovery in
Q1 2021.
Edmund Tie states that low interest rate environment, ample liquidity and the wealth effect of
rising financial markets, total private home sales volume in Q1 2021 reached 8,100 units, up
16.9% from 6,929 units sold in Q4 2020. New sales led the surge, recording a 34.2% increase over
the preceding quarter with 3,493 units transacted, while the resale market posted a relatively
modest quarter-on-quarter uptick of 6.5% in comparison.
Read more

•

Hong Kong Class A Office Leasing Volume Upticked in Q1

According to JLL's latest Hong Kong Property Market Monitor report, Hong Kong's leasing volume
in the Grade-A office market improved in the first quarter of 2021 as occupiers started to resume
making real estate decisions.
Central's Grade-A office rents have dropped 29.7% from the market peak at the beginning of June
2019 to a more attractive level, there was a positive net take up of office space (40,400 sq. ft) in
the submarket during the month. Central vacancy decreased slightly from 7.5% to 7.3% as of the
end of March. A notable leasing deal was rating agency S&P Global committing to office space at
Three Exchange Square in Central, relocating from International Commerce Centre in West
Kowloon.
Read more
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•

European markets rebound as investors monitor
earnings, data; Stoxx 600 up 1.3%

The pan-European Stoxx 600 climbed 1.3% by late morning trade, with basic resources jumping
3.1% to lead gains as all sectors and major bourses trade in positive territory.
Shares in Asia-Pacific were mostly subdued on Wednesday after a stateside sell-off in tech stocks,
with major markets in China and Japan still closed for holidays. U.S. futures are indicating a
positive open on Wall Street later in the day.
European shares are rebounding Wednesday after a sharp nosedive late in Tuesday’s session,
with the tech sector plunging 3.8% as tech stocks around the world tumbled amid fears over high
valuations and the reopening of economies, after tough coronavirus restrictions that heavily
benefited tech.
Read more

•

Hong Kong's Luxury Residential Market Begins Rebound
in 2021

International property consultant JLL's latest Residential Sales Market Monitor report
shows Hong Kong's luxury residential capital values saw a 0.8% rebound q-o-q in the first
quarter of 2021 after dropping 8.2% in 2020, while luxury rents remained largely flat
with a mild drop of 0.2% q-o-q; both recorded the best performance since the second
quarter of 2019.
Following a drop in infection cases in the city, home viewing became more active and
buying sentiment improved over the quarter. A total of 42 properties priced over HKD
100 million changed hands in the first quarter of 2021, about 31% higher than the
quarterly average last year, though still much lower than historic levels. Total
consideration was also about 55% greater than that in 2020.
Read more
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•

UK economy set to grow at fastest rate in more than 70
years

The UK economy will enjoy its fastest growth in more than 70 years in 2021 as Covid-19
restrictions are lifted, according to the Bank of England.
The economy is expected to expand by 7.25% this year, with extra government spending
helping to limit job losses.
However, it follows a contraction of 9.9% in 2020, the biggest in 300 years.
Andrew Bailey, the governor of the Bank of England, said the recovery was "strong" but
likened it to "more of a bounce back" than a boom.
He added that the surge in growth, while "good news", would only return the UK economy
back to its 2019 size.
Mr Bailey told the BBC: "We're going to see a continued strong recovery this year, but
let's put that into perspective.
Read more

•

European markets close higher on accelerating business
activity; Rational up 12%

The pan-European Stoxx 600 ended up over 1.8%, with basic resources jumping 4.7% to
lead gains as all sectors and major bourses closed in positive territory.
Euro zone business activity gathered pace in April, fueled by an expansion in the bloc’s
dominant services sector. IHS Markit’s final composite PMI (purchasing managers’
index), a useful barometer of economic health, reading for April came in at 53.8 compared
53.2 in March. Anything above 50 represents expansion.
Read more
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